
Washing:
Always brush hair prior to washing. Wet your hair and apply
Cuticle Lisee shampoo to your scalp, between the tracks and
through the extensions. Apply more water to distribute the
shampoo evenly and more easily generate lather. Do not
roughly rub the shampoo into your extensions. Use your
fingers to scrub your scalp between the tracks. Once your
extensions loosen up, you can use the base of the track by
moving it up and down to scrub your scalp. Rinse, and repeat
if needed. 

Helpful tip: fill a squeezable applicator bottle with water and add
approx. 2 tbsp of shampoo and shake it, squeeze the mixture in
between the tracks and all over your hair and extensions for even
distribution).   

Apply recommended conditioner to the mid-section of your
hair and to the ends. Graze the left-over conditioner from
your hand to the top of your head if needed while avoiding
the scalp area. Do not apply conditioner to the base of the
tracks/scalp, as it can cause the track to slip. A deep
conditioning masque is highly recommended once a week.

Recommended Cuticle Lisse products: Shampoo &
Conditioner, Argan Oil Deep Conditioning Masque, Detox
Shampoo

Use a hair extension brush recommended by your stylist.
Start from the top row and work your way to the bottom
row while holding the base of your extensions to avoid
tugging. Always start with the ends of the extensions and
work your way up. Brush the roots of your natural hair
using the edge of the brush. Use an alligator clip to section
each row for easier brushing.

Recommended Cuticle Lisse products: Smoothing Leave
In Therapy, Argan Oil Shine Serum, Keratin Leave In
Serum. Cocktail products together on damp hair. Use
Argan Oil Shine Serum daily on dry hair.

Brushing:

Be gentle and do not tug on your extensions. You may let
your hair air dry, or you can blow dry and style as usual. If
using a hot tool for styling (curling iron, flat iron, etc.) use a
heat protectant spray. We cannot guarantee that the hair
will remain healthy if you use excessive heat. . Avoid a
round brush near the base of the extension track as it may
undo the track.

Recommended Cuticle Lisse products: Thermal
Defense, Re-Styling Spray, Select Strength Hairspray

Styling:

Brush your hair before going to bed and pull it back into a
low ponytail or braids. Do not sleep with wet hair as can
cause tangling and matting. We recommend using a silk
pillowcase.

Sleeping:
Wet your hair before entering the water, apply a silicon-
based product or leave-in conditioner, and braid your hair. If
you are getting in and out of the water, reapply the silicon-
based product and brush any tangles out before entering the
water again. Always wash and condition extensions after
swimming. When using sunscreen only use brands that do
not have the ingredients Avobenzone and Octocrylene as it
can discolor the extensions.

Recommended Cuticle Lisse products: Smoothing Leave
In Therapy, Keratin Serum, Silicone, Argan Shine Serum

Swimming & Sunscreen:

It is not recommended to chemically alter your Glamour
Locks Hair Extensions. If you do, please note it is at your
own risk. Glamour Locks and/or its employees are not
responsible for any damages caused by chemical treatments
and excessive heat styling.

Chemical treatments:
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Brush hair prior to washing. Wet your hair and apply Cuticle Lisse
shampoo to your scalp, between the tracks and through the
extensions. Apply more water to distribute the shampoo evenly and
more easily generate lather. Do not roughly rub the shampoo into
your extensions. Use your fingers to scrub your scalp between the
tracks. Once your extensions loosen up, you can use the base of the
track by moving it up and down to scrub your scalp. Rinse, and repeat
if needed. 

Helpful tip: fill a squeezable applicator bottle with water and add approx.
2 tbsp of shampoo and shake it, squeeze the mixture in between the
tracks and all over your hair and extensions for even distribution.   

Apply recommended conditioner to the mid-section of your hair and
to the ends. Graze the left-over conditioner from your hand to the top
of your head if needed while avoiding the scalp area. Do not apply
conditioner to the base of the tracks/scalp, as it can cause the track to
slip. A deep conditioning masque is highly recommended once a
week.

Recommended Cuticle Lisse products: Keratin Shampoo &
Conditioner, Argan Oil Deep Conditioning Masque, Detox
Shampoo

Brushing:
Use a hair extension brush recommended by your stylist. Start
from the top row and work your way to the bottom row while
holding the base of your extensions to avoid tugging. Always start
with the ends of the extensions and work your way up. Brush the
roots of your natural hair using the edge of the brush. Use an
alligator clip to section each row for easier brushing.

It is advised that you only brush curly hair when wet. Brushing
your curly hair when it’s dry will separate your curls and results in
very frizzy, untamed hair. 

Helpful tip: Brush hair either before shower, or in the shower
depending on curl and texture. If you have a lot of wefts on one row, or
your hair seems to be heavy brush prior to the shower. Yanking on
your extension when soaking wet can not only hurt, but create more
tangles and breakage. 

Recommended Cuticle Lisse products: Get It Curly Creamy Gel
(for airdrying), Smoothing Leave In Therapy, Argan Oil Shine
Serum, Keratin Leave In Serum. Cocktail products together on
damp hair. Use Argan Oil Shine Serum daily on dry hair.

Styling:
Apply Cuticle Lisse Get It Curly Creamy Gel to your hair and the hair
extensions. Scrunch your hair with your hands, and let it airdry or
use a blow-dryer with a diffuser. Do not brush or run your fingers
through your hair as it is drying, as it will make the hair frizzy,
resulting in untamed curls. For extra curl definition and a highly
styled look, you may use a curling iron on the front section, and
random pieces throughout when hair is dry.

Recommended Cuticle Lisse products: Thermal Defense, Argan
Oil, Deep Mint Oil Re-Styling Spray, Select Strength Hairspray

Matted Extensions:
Brush your hair out from ends to roots with a soft and gentle
brush (wet brush). Detangle your hair one row at a time, starting
from the top row and working your way to the bottom. If matting
persists, make an appointment to see a Glamour Locks Specialist
as soon as possible to prevent damage to your hair extensions.

Swimming & Sunscreen:
Wet your hair before entering the water, apply a silicon-based
product or leave-in conditioner, and braid your hair. If you are
getting in and out of the water, reapply the silicon-based product
and brush any tangles out before entering the water again. Always
wash and condition extensions after swimming. When using
sunscreen only use brands that do not have the ingredients
Avobenzone and Octocrylene as it can discolor the extensions.

Recommended Cuticle Lisse products: Smoothing Leave In
Therapy, Keratin Serum, Silicone, Argan Shine Serum

Sleeping:
Pull you hair back into a low ponytail or braids. Do not sleep with
wet hair it as can cause tangling and matting. We recommend using
a silk pillowcase.

Chemical treatments:
It is not recommended to chemically alter your Glamour Locks Hair
Extensions. If you do, please note it is at your own risk. Glamour
Locks and/or its employees are not responsible for any damages
caused by chemical treatments and excessive heat styling.

Only Glamour Locks Certified stylists can safely remove the extensions

for CURLY hair


